Inhibition of protein synthesis prevents cell death in sensory and parasympathetic neurons deprived of neurotrophic factor in vitro.
Shortly after neurons begin to innervate their targets in the developing vertebrate nervous system they become dependent on the supply of a neurotrophic factor, such as nerve growth factor (NGF) for survival. Recently, Martin et al. (1988) have shown that inhibiting protein synthesis prevents the death of NGF-deprived sympathetic neurons, suggesting that NGF promotes neuronal survival by suppressing an active cell death program. To determine if other neurotrophic factors may regulate neuronal survival by a similar mechanism we examined the effects of inhibiting protein and RNA synthesis in other populations of embryonic neurons that require different neurotrophic factors, namely: 1) trigeminal mesencephalic neurons, a population of proprioceptive neurons that are supported by brain-derived neurotrophic factor; 2) dorsomedial trigeminal ganglion neurons, a population of cutaneous sensory neurons that are supported by NGF; 3) and ciliary ganglion neurons, a population of parasympathetic neurons that are supported by ciliary neuronotrophic factor. Blocking either protein or RNA synthesis rescued all three populations of neurons from cell death induced by neurotrophic factor deprivation in vitro. Thus, at least three different neurotrophic factors appear to promote survival by a similar mechanism that may involve the suppression of an endogenous cell death program.